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PURPOSE OF THIS HANDBOOK: 

This handbook is not meant to be intimidating or overwhelming. It is meant to inspire 
each of us to reflect and prayerfully consider our motives and desires for being a part 
of the Worship Team at Redemption Church. We also want to ensure that all those 
involved in the Worship Team are walking together in agreement regarding our 
purpose, and what is expected of every member. This isn’t just about music, it’s about 
worship and ministry. 

WORSHIP TEAM VISION & VALUES 
“Ascribe to the LORD, you heavenly beings, 

ascribe to the LORD glory and strength. 
 Ascribe to the LORD the glory due his name; 

worship the LORD in the splendor of his holiness.” 

Psalm 29:1-2 NIV


VISION: 

Worship is about giving God the glory due His Name. We exist so that people in the 
Redemption family will thrive and worship Jesus Christ in every aspect of their lives. 

We do this by developing a team of worshippers that influence our church culture and 
create a positive atmosphere during musical worship. 

VALUES: 

SERVE: IT’S ABOUT SERVING JESUS AND THE GREATER VISION OF THE CHURCH 
TEAM: IT’S ABOUT BELONGING 
PURPOSE: IT’S ABOUT PURPOSE OVER PREFERENCE 
EXCELLENCE: IT’S ABOUT BRINGING GOD MY BEST 
UNITY: IT’S ABOUT CELEBRATING ONE ANOTHER 

MEMBER STANDARDS & EXPECTATIONS 

TEAM CRITERIA: 

Joining the Worship Team is based upon several criteria (but not necessarily in this 
order): talent and skill, servant attitude, commitment, spiritual maturity, and a heart for 
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worship. All of these can be nurtured and developed, if the passion and determination 
exist in the individual. We believe it is a privilege to lead God’s people in worship, and 
not necessarily a right. It is not the place to show-off our talents or draw attention to 
ourselves in any way. Individuals who are unwilling to be held accountable to or meet 
these standards are encouraged to share their gifts in other ways within the church 
body.


Individuals wishing to join the Worship Team should submit a Worship Team 
Application to the Worship Pastor. These forms are available on the church website 
and in the church office. 

STANDARDS & EXPECTATIONS: 

Be a born-again Christian exhibiting a healthy and growing walk with Jesus: We 
are worshipers who are leading others in worship of our God. An unbeliever is 
incapable of worshiping God, and therefore, leading worship. One cannot lead others 
where one has not already been. We are not attempting to build just a band, but to 
develop a team of worshippers. 

Be in regular fellowship with God: Make time to get to know God more through His 
Word, prayer, personal worship, community, etc. Worship is not a one-day-a-week, 
Sunday-morning-only event. It should be the culmination of a week lived in worship. 
It should be a lifestyle of continually praising our Creator and submitting to His will.


 Worship while leading worship: We should lead by example, directing our hearts 
and passion toward Him in authentic expressions of worship. This can be physical 
expressions (raising hands, clapping, smiling, non-distracting dancing, etc.) but 
physical expression are not required. Preparation is a huge part of this. If you are 
struggling to follow the chords or read the lyrics off your music sheet, your 
focus will not be on God and leading worship, but instead you will be focused 
on not making mistakes and how the congregation will perceive you. 


 Be musically skillful: Just as some are called to preach and others aren’t, so are 
some called to lead musical worship and others aren’t. There are many Biblical 
examples where individuals were set apart to lead God’s people in worship because 
they were skillful and set apart. Prayerfully consider if this is your area of giftedness. 
The Worship Team is not the place for you to learn a new hobby of how to play an 
instrument or how to sing. (This does not mean that we will not help Worship Team 
members get training and develop their gifts.) 


 Be committed to musical excellence: Learn your music and hone your skills. 
Continually grow and practice your skills as God deserves our very best. We are not 
looking for perfection, as that is not required to serve God; but, we do expect you to 
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be proficient and always prepared. You have to be willing to give God your best each 
week that you serve. Practice at home and take the commitment seriously. 
Remember that wrong notes, poor singing, and less than average music can distract 
others from focusing on God as easily as someone who is “showing off”. We certainly 
don’t want to limit or distract from what God is doing in times of corporate worship 
because we can’t handle it musically.


 Be committed to rehearsals and sound checks: Those scheduled to lead on 
Sunday morning will be required to attend rehearsal during that week. Our goal is to 
develop as musicians, as a team, and grow as leaders of worship. Even professional 
musicians understand the importance of rehearsing together. Exceptions will 
occasionally be made for members who have proven their musical ability and have 
also come prepared in the past. All members will be required to be at sound check 
the day of the service or event.


 Be prepared: Come to rehearsal, sound check, services and events musically 
prepared by listening to and practicing songs beforehand. Music and chord sheets, 
along with a recording or link to the songs for each week are in Planning Center. This 
includes being on time; arrive early enough to setup and be ready to start at the 
planned time. Being on time reflects your level of commitment. We understand that 
life happens, so please contact the leader when it happens last minute and interferes 
with a rehearsal or service. 


 Be a team player: Do your best to be present, prompt & prepared. Reply to 
Planning Center requests in a timely manner. Put your “Block-Out” dates in Planning 
Center so the leader knows when you are not available. Make sure the leader has 
enough time to find a replacement if you cannot be a part of the team on a week you 
are scheduled. Get to know and support the other members of the Worship Team. 
Work through differences with gentleness and grace. Play selectively. Note that not 
all gifted musicians or soloists necessarily make good team members. 

Be humble: Music is fun and people love it. As a result, it is incredibly easy to focus 
on ourselves and the music when things sound really good or the worship was 
especially moving during a service. Always remember the One who gave you your 
talent and gifts. An attitude of humility is essential. 

Be teachable: Our talents and gifts can always be developed and improved, and we 
should be willing to humbly accept direction and constructive criticism from others 
and learn from it. Attend a worship seminar or conference to grow both musically or 
spiritually and be open to input and direction from your Worship Pastor and/or team 
leader.
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Be present: Attend team events. Attend Worship events. Attend Worship Team 
Nights. Attend Worship Workshops. Be a part of the Worship Team community. Let’s 
do life together as a team and grow together. Attending team events shows that you 
are invested in the Worship Team and that you care. Not all events are mandatory, 
but make an effort to prioritize being a part of the Worship Team. 

Be a reflection of Christ: We ask that should you feel at anytime during your 
involvement on the Worship Team that your personal life or conduct is not reflecting 
what we are about or what Christ would have, that you voluntarily step down until the 
situation changes. We also want you to know that we have love and grace for you 
should you stumble and fall in your personal walk with Christ, we all do. We would 
much rather have people leading worship on our stage who confess and have 
genuine repentance before the Lord when they stumble, than those who would 
choose to hide their sin.  

Be modest in dress: We do not have a dress code, but be aware of your 
appearance. Be comfortable, but be appropriate. Ask yourself: “Does what I wear 
distract others from worshiping Jesus? Would it be considered inappropriate by 
some? Will it draw attention to me?” If so, you may need to rethink your outfit. 

 Have the support of your family: It is important that your family supports your 
involvement in the Worship Team at Redemption. Being involved on the Worship 
Team is a significant time commitment. Your family should always be your priority 
when considering your involvement in any ministry. 

 Communicate effectively: Have questions? Have a new idea? Getting distracted or 
frustrated? Something bothering you? Talk to the Worship Pastor or your leader. Let 
them know of any concerns, changes in your schedule, potential absences, 
emergencies or illness. Have your leader’s cell phone number on your cell. We’re here 
to serve and equip you to grow and succeed as a passionate follower of Jesus. 

Submit to leadership: Submit to the leadership of Redemption Church, the Worship 
Pastor, the Worship Team, as well as team leaders. The nature of the Worship Team 
ministry also requires a strong commitment to the people of this church. We must 
remember to always come with a servant attitude.


NEW MEMBERS ONLY: Understand a probationary period will be in effect. Those 
invited to join the Worship Team will be on a four week probationary period, during 
which they will be expected to attend at least two rehearsals, even if they are not 
scheduled to lead. This will allow you time to learn songs and the leading style of the 
team and leader/Worship Pastor. It is also an indicator of the person’s commitment to 
this ministry.
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SECTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES: 

WORSHIP LEADERS (Vocalists ON-MICROPHONES) 
• Capable of singing on pitch
• Be able to follow a click track
• Learn as much of the songs as possible so you don’t have to rely heavily on

your lyric sheets
• Able to blend vocally with other singers
• Work together outside of rehearsal if necessary
• Decide who will sing what parts - melody vs. harmonies
• Lead the congregation in authentic expressions of worship
• Sing into the microphone clearly
• If using a wireless microphone, make sure your mic has sufficient battery

power for rehearsal or the service.
• Be sensitive to each song’s message and vocal requirements
• Be willing to not sing if a song requires it, or if asked by the team leader
• Take direction from leader on when to sing/not sing
• Arrive early and be warmed-up, ready to start on time

DRUMS/PERCUSSION:

• Be able to keep tempo with a click track
• Support the needs of the song rhythmically and musically
• Be sensitive to each song’s message and drum requirements
• Be willing to not play if a song requires it, or if asked by the team leader
• Follow the leader’s directions
• Arrive early to set up equipment and be ready to start on time

BASS GUITAR:

• Know all notes along the fretboard
• Be able to read and follow a chord sheet
• Be able to play along with a click track
• Be able to lock-in with the rhythm of the drums
• ALWAYS tune up BEFORE rehearsal and services
• Be sensitive to each song’s message and bass guitar requirements
• Be willing to not play if a song requires it, or if asked by the team leader
• Keep your equipment in good working order, so it stays in tune and is reliable
• Follow the leaders directions
• Arrive early to set up equipment and be ready to start on time

ACOUSTIC GUITARS:

• Know basic keys to play in (A, B, C, D, E, F, G)
• Know all the basic chords in first and barred positions
• Be able to read and follow a chord sheet
• Be able to play along with a click track
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• If you are the 2nd acoustic guitarist, use different playing positions and voicing
of chords so as to not double what the lead acoustic guitarist is playing.

• Be able to use a capo
• ALWAYS tune up BEFORE rehearsal and services
• Be sensitive to each song’s message and guitar requirements
• Be willing to not play if a song requires it, or if asked by the team leader
• Keep your equipment in good working order, so it stays in tune and is reliable
• Follow the leaders directions
• Arrive early to set up equipment and be ready to start on time

ELECTRIC GUITARS: 
• Know all basic chords in first and barred positions
• If you are the 2nd electric guitarist, use different playing positions and voicing

of chords so as to not double what the lead electric guitarist is playing
• Be able to use a capo
• Be able to read and follow a chord sheet
• Be able to play along with a click track
• Learn any lead guitar lines depending on the songs for the week
• ALWAYS tune up BEFORE rehearsal and services
• Learn to use and navigate the Line 6 HELIX effects unit provided by the church
• Use arpeggios, triads and power chords at appropriate times
• Be sensitive to each song’s message and guitar requirements
• Be willing to not play if a song requires it, or if asked by the team leader
• Keep your equipment in good working order, so it stays in tune and is reliable
• Follow the leaders directions
• Arrive early to set up equipment and be ready to start on time

KEYBOARDS:

• Know how to play in all keys
• Be able to read and follow a chord sheet or lead sheets
• Be able to play along with a click track
• Practice songs/chords ahead of time
• Learn any piano/key lead lines depending on the songs for the week
• Learn and be familiar with church’s keyboard rig and available sounds
• Take it easy with LEFT hand if there is a bass player present
• ALWAYS tune up BEFORE rehearsal and services
• Be sensitive to each song’s message and piano/keyboard requirements
• Be willing to not play if a song requires it, or if asked by the team leader
• Follow the leaders directions
• Arrive early to set up equipment and be ready to start on time
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AUDIO/SOUND TECH:


• Be familiar with the recordings of the songs for that week (are the songs piano 
or guitar driven?)

• Attend Rehearsal if possible
• Being at sound check is mandatory
• Help Worship Pastor set-up stage if necessary
• Arrive early to ensure sound system is on and ready prior to rehearsal/sound 

check
• Make sure all wireless microphones have fresh batteries
• Perform proper sound check; includes gain settings, monitors are working, 

proper volume settings and the eq/mixing process
• Be familiar with the flow of the service
• Be sensitive to each song’s message and sound requirements
• Always be aware of what’s next in the service. Think ahead so that mics are on 

and ready to go when speakers come on stage or musicians begin to play
• Post service, make sure all wireless mics are returned and batteries are put in 

chargers
• Follow the Worship Pastor’s directions and mix to their preferences as they are 

ultimately responsible for the quality of the sound
• If you are on sound you may also be responsible for turning the lights on/off 

during the service from the back wall.

MEDIA/SLIDE TECH:


• You may attend rehearsal if you would like, but it is not mandatory
• Arrive before sound check to ensure computer and all monitors and projectors

are up and running before sound check
• Be familiar and comfortable navigating the computer running slides and know

the media presentation software well
• Know how to “Black-Out” and turn back on the stage lights
• Be able to change song slides so that the congregation can sing along with

the Worship Team
• Be able to track the Pastor/speaker’s sermon and change their slides
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APPLICATION PROCESS 

As much as musical competence is a bottom-line necessity, leading worship is about 
more than just musical skill; it is about the glory of God and about offering all that we 
are, with discernment, in order to bless God and others. We are primarily looking for 
people who are worshipers of God and good team players. It’s important that team 
members are able to follow the direction of the worship leader, find their place within a 
band, and also pray for God’s presence in and blessing over our church’s worship of 
Him. 

Applying to the Worship Team won’t be that difficult if you are prepared both musically 
and spiritually. The purpose of this application process is to determine your musical 
proficiency, spiritual maturity, commitment, and personal compatibility with our team 
and approach to leading worship. At the end of this process, an invitation may (or may 
not) be extended to join the Worship Team. To get started: 

• Submit a Worship Team Application to the Worship Pastor. These applications
are available in the church office, the church website, or by contacting the
Worship Pastor directly.

• The Worship Pastor will contact you within two weeks to schedule an informal
interview.

• The Interview: This is a time for the Worship Pastor and possibly another team
member to meet you, talk about the Worship Team ministry, answer any questions
you might have and generally get to know you. At this time we will also schedule a
musical audition

• The Audition: This will be a time to assess you musical proficiency on your
instrument or voice. We know that even saying the word “audition” can cause
stress and make someone nervous. But if you are musically prepared, this step
shouldn’t be a big deal for you. We will do our best to make it a fun and positive
experience. At the audition you can expect to sing/play along with other members
of the Worship Team or possibly with a track. We will ask you to learn and play 3
songs (you will have access to the song charts ahead of time to practice). These
songs are chosen by the Worship Pastor and will be songs we typically play on a
Sunday morning. What we are looking for is how well you play/sing, how well you
blend with the band, and how well you follow the leader and dynamic changes in
the song. We may also ask you to sing/play solo. Or to play a song you haven’t
seen before to see how well you can pickup a chord chart and jump in after little
or no rehearsal. After the audition, we’ll sit with you for a few minutes to ask how
you thought it went.

• Decision by leadership: You can expect to hear within a few days. We will never
say “no” to someone who applies. However, we may say “not now”, which means
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we don’t feel you are ready at this time, and that you need further time to work on 
your skills. We will recommend things for you to work on (e.g. timing, pitch, take 
lessons, etc.). You are welcome to re-audition at a later date once you have 
worked on our recommendations. If you are not invited to join when you first 
apply, please don’t take it personally, as it is not a reflection of who you are in 
Christ. We want everyone to be successful. And putting someone in the ministry 
and on the platform before they are ready will only frustrate them, the team, and 
possibly the congregation. 

• Probation Period: If things went well and you are invited to join the Worship Team
there will be a probationary period during which we will confirm your skills and
attitude mesh with the rest of the team.

SCHEDULES 

• All musicians and vocalists will be scheduled on a rotating basis, dependent on
individual schedules, proficiency, and the musical (position) needs of a particular
service/week.

• Please keep your schedule updated in Planning Center so we know your availability
at least 4 weeks in advance.

REHEARSALS 

• Attendance at rehearsal is required to participate on the following Sunday morning.
We know that life happens and something may come up at the last minute requiring
you to miss rehearsal, but we hope that you will do your best to have this be a once-
in-a-while occurrence. In most cases, we will attempt to fill your spot with a
replacement. Exceptions will occasionally be made and you may still be allowed to
serve that week, but it is not the norm!

• Rehearsal will be scheduled by Worship Pastor that week. Times will be found in
Planning Center.

• Rehearsals will start promptly at the time assigned.
• We will do our best to keep rehearsal around 60 minutes, unless there is agreement

to stay longer.
• There may be times when the band/musicians will be asked to arrive later, so that the

vocalists can rehearse alone.
• Please be considerate of everyone’s time by arriving EARLY, especially if you need to

setup equipment, prepare your music, or socialize.
• A set-list for the service will generally be available the weekend before rehearsal in

Planning Center.
• Chord charts, Lead sheets and YouTube links for songs will be available on Planning

Center. Please note that the recordings may not be in the key we will be playing the
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song in. Chord sheets for the key we are playing the song in will be in Planning 
Center.


• Please remember that rehearsals are not the time to learn the song. Please make
every effort to listen to the song (and play through the chord chart) prior to rehearsal
so we can be productive with the time we have as a group.

• There may be times where weekly rehearsals may not be held and the band will have
a full run through at sound check on Sunday mornings prior to services. 

SUNDAY MORNING SOUND CHECK & SERVICES  

• Be “in place” and “ready to sing/play” by 7:45 am, followed by a run through of the
order of service.

• Sound check will begin promptly at 7:45am.
• If you need time to setup, please arrive earlier.
• If you need time to socialize with others, please arrive earlier or wait until sound

check is over.




